310	THE EMPTY QUARTER
time we had done about 95 miles or just about a quarter of
our journey, and the fourth day was all practically to go.
Resuming our march just as the sun was coming up behind
us, we were confronted by a gently-rolling down-tract, very
bare and dead so far as vegetation was concerned but easy
going.  The vast ocean was streaked here and there with short
runs of dunes in range formation, but in the daylight we were
able to steer clear of them without losing ground.   A Desert
Warbler flew furtively from a thicket near our route to a safer
distance, and I was surprised to see a kind of hawk which my
companions identified as Abu Haqab, perhaps a Harrier.   It
is different, they explained, from the Saqr or falcon used in
hawking, as also from the Shabbut or Sparrow-hawk.   In all
these tracts there were abundant signs of good recent rainfall,
and I noticed curious little bubbles in the sand.  We call them
Abyar al Sultan? volunteered Salih, in our country.   Salim
winked at me knowingly.  He lies, he said; we have no name
for them.   They are just holes in the sand formed by large
drops of rain.   The matter was perhaps of little moment and
I kept an open mind, for the Manasir have little curiosities
of lore and language of which their neighbours might well be
ignorant.   On the other hand Salih was a liar—undoubtedly.
I had had experience of that on several occasions but could
not resent his manifest keenness to keep me supplied with
information about the great desert and its fringes.  A curious
trait of the Manasir is the important part played by women in
their general scheme.  I have alluded to some such matters in
earlier2 pages.   Men are frequently addressed by the names
of their spouses, e.g. Ya shaugh* fulana—oh husband of So-
and-So !   In Najd one might know but would scarcely utter
in public the name of a friend's wife unless she happened to
be famous—or infamous !
It was curious that the exposed patches of gypseous or
calcareous bed-rock, which had been so conspicuous a feature
of the southern part of the desert, had nowhere been en-
countered during the days of our march from Naifa up to this
1 Wells of the Sultan.	« vide pp. 77 and 81.
a Shaugh, meaning husband, is apparently dialectical—perhaps a corrup-
tion of Zauj, often transposed as Jauz.

